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The University rf Dayton News Release 
EDUCATORS ASK, 
, CAN SCHOOLS TEACH VALUES? 
DAYTON, OHIO, June 22, 1981 American schools are shifting their per-
spective from trying to Americanize their students to preserving the essential 
qualities that make students different, believes a University of Dayton educator. And 
bringing to the forefront students' cultural differences makes even stickier the 
business of schools teaching values. The job, then, before university educators and 
public and private school teachers in a symposium July 8-9 at the University of Dayton, 
is to find approaches to teaching values that do what past methods have not. 
Discussions begin each evening at 6 p.m. in Sherman Hall, room 113, and are 
open to the public. 
As a traditional model of teaching values, Foundations of Education Professor 
Dr. Joseph Watras points to William McGuffey, editor of children's readers, who sought 
values that could be shared by all religious groups. But that approach, says Watras, 
runs the risk of stifling thought and distorting individual differences; it e~mes just 
short of imposing rules of conduct (but by whose definition?) upon students. A swing 
in the opposite direction is the technique used to help students clarify their own 
'~alues -- a method which tries "to satisfy everyone, but makes all values seem 
superficial." ~lhat' s wrong with values clarification, explains Watras, is that "it 
doesn't lead to community. There are no shared values; only the techniques (to help 
students clarify their own values) are shared." 
Participants in the symposium will attempt to formulate a model somewhere 
between the former extremes. The main speakers are: Bernard Mehl (Social Foundations 
of Education, The Ohio State University), who has long held an interest in the problems 
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of values and social criticism in our society; R. Jack Williams (The University of 
Wisconsin at Milwaukee), who is concerned about the ideological distortions which affect 
how we teach and learn; and David Angus (University of Michigan), best known for 
identifying. the . sentiments of lower and working class people toward education. 
Discussion leaders include: Indian Run (Bellaire, Ohio) Principal Brett Merryman; 
teacher of the handicapped for the Wilmington Board of Education William McCool; UD 
education professor Bernard Harawa; and United Way Director of Dover, Delaware Lewis 
Hankins. 
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